Isomerization dynamics and thermodynamics of ionic argon clusters.
The dynamics and thermodynamics of small Ar(n) (+) clusters, n=3, 6, and 9, are investigated using molecular dynamics (MD) and exchange Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. A diatomic-in-molecule Hamiltonian provides an accurate model for the electronic ground state potential energy surface. The microcanonical caloric curves calculated from MD and MC methods are shown to agree with each other, provided that the rigorous conservation of angular momentum is accounted for in the phase space density of the MC simulations. The previously proposed projective partition of the kinetic energy is used to assist MD simulations in interpreting the cluster dynamics in terms of inertial, internal, and external modes. The thermal behavior is correlated with the nature of the charged core in the cluster by computing a dedicated charge localization order parameter. We also perform systematic quenches to establish a connection with the various isomers. We find that the Ar(3) (+) cluster is very stable in its linear ground state geometry up to about 300 K, and then isomerizes to a T-shaped isomer in which a quasineutral atom lies around a charged dimer. In Ar(6) (+) and Ar(9) (+), the covalent trimer core is solvated by neutral atoms, and the weakly bound solvent shell melts at much lower energies, occasionally leading to a tetramer or pentamer core with weakly charged extremities. At high energies the core itself becomes metastable and the cluster transforms into Ar(2) (+) solvated by a fluid of neutral argon atoms.